
 

A Meal at
Disfrutar Is as
Close as You Can
Get to Eating at
El Bulli

By Julia Edelman JULY 5, 2017

Many chefs say that a meal at this
Barcelona restaurant is the closest
you can come to eating at the
famed Catalonian restaurant that
shut its doors in 2011. While
reservations were nearly
impossible at El Bulli, walk-ins are
welcome here.
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In the late 1990s, three men met in a small

village overlooking Catalonia’s Costa Brava.

There, they worked as head chefs of the

legendary El Bulli, named the best restaurant

in the world for a record five times. When El

Bulli closed in 2011, these three chefs—

Eduard Xatruch, Mateu Casañas and Oriol

Castro—opened a restaurant of their own.

At first, this took the form of Compartir, a

restaurant located in the 18 -century home

of a loyal El Bulli customer, up the coast in

the town of Cadaqués. In December 2014,

they opened Disfrutar in Barcelona, where

they used the techniques they mastered at El

Bulli for eighteen years with the aim of

making this of elevated, experimental cuisine

more accessible.

El Bulli: What I Didn't Know

Ferran Adria Explains El Bulli's 50-
Step Soup

Ezra Klein Got Drunk At El Bulli,
Respects The Big Mac

“We work to make new things,” says Eduard

Xatruch. “Our objective is to make food for

people who want gourmet and know it is
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good food, or if my mother comes and she

just wants to eat and does not know if it is

good. We try to make new things, but to

serve in a way that people can understand.

Because in the end, everybody understands

taste.”

Disfrutar’s open kitchen, made of soft-pink

brick, and the white walls of the dining area

are a nod to the small fishing villages of

Cadaqués. There is an outdoor patio, and

although it is partly covered, you can still feel

the warmth of the night air. Here, Xatruch

concedes that while taste and creativity are

essential to any restaurant, the people are

most important to him.

“You must feel at home,” he says. “If you

want to talk at the table about what you

want, you can. I don’t like to go to a fine-

dining restaurant and feel uptight. I want

people to come here and relax. That is why

we choose the name Disfrutar, which means

‘enjoy.’”

Instead of traveling to the small village of
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Roses, customers can find Disfrutar located

in Eixample, a district near the center of

Barcelona. While reservations were nearly

impossible at El Bulli, walk-ins are welcome

here. But Disfrutar, like El Bulli, is also

distinguished by its quick success. At the end

of 2015, just a year after opening, Disfrutar

earned its first Michelin star, and in 2017 the

restaurant was listed 55  on the World's 50

Best Restaurants list.

Still, the chefs aren’t done fooling around

with the concept. Below the dining area lies a

spacious basement lined with whiteboards

and bookshelves, where there are models

and photos of every meal, along with binders

of recipes organized by year. The space

serves as both a museum of their past and a

thinking hub for future inventions. The chefs

have even started working with a local design

school to reimagine how their food is

presented.

“We make a lot of things and dishes that are

designed and collaborated with the Massana

School,” Xatruch says. “Students come here,

and they eat and say maybe this dish can be

designed to be better, and then we make

prototypes of dishes that are original.”
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Originality is the organizing principle at

Disfrutar, where you can taste a clear gelatin

macaroni, deconstructed ceviche and a “tarta

al whiskey,” for which you extend your hands

to be drenched in whiskey before tasting a

custard fried in sugar. 

Although Xatruch is intent on moving

forward, he recognizes how deeply El Bulli

has influenced his life.

“I met my wife in Tokyo doing a cooking show

with Ferran,” he says. “And we gave our life to

El Bulli. We still talk to Ferran today, and we

learn a lot from him. He is a very incredible

thinker, and sometimes it is more important

to think than to cook.”

And sometimes it is more important to think

than to eat, although at Disfrutar, it’s almost

impossible to distinguish between the two.   
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